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The entire soundtrack from the game Summer Fling, created by Sam L. Jones.

Tracklist:

 1. Joyous Theme 1

 2. Joyous Theme 2

 3. Joyous Theme 3

 4. Sad Theme 1

 5. Sad Theme 2

 6. Sexy Theme 1

 7. Sexy Theme 2

 8. Sexy Theme 3
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 9. Sexy Theme 4

 10. Calm Day 1

 11. Fun Day 1

 12. Fun Day 2

 13. Love Theme 1

 14. Love Theme 2

 15. Love Theme 3

 16. Shocking Day

 17. Happy Day 1

 18. Happy Day 2

 19. Calm Love Day

 20. Ending Love Theme
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Sure, experimental branch 'updates' are better than nothing, but last depot update('stable') was:
27 Nov, 2018 (162 days ago)

So on this one check for update posts...

Game is not bad, but no release branch updates in half a year is a bit worrisome.... Spoilers, read if you want.

 Buying a cup of coffee can really save a love one's life. My first playthrough, I had to learn the hard way, witnessing Sirrah's
tranformation back into a console, seeing the MC tearing up, living forever as a loner, and quitting gaming forever. Remember,
buying a cup of coffee can save a love one's life. 
. I love this game.
If you have VR and are into space survival games, then this is a must play.
I really hope Overflow develops a sequel someday.. This game is a great experience. It is kinda short though, and the
achievements wouldn't work for me. Still, this game was very cool and worth a try.. That is one of the best galgames that I have
played.. Wandering Stars is a gem of a puzzle game that deserves far more attention than it has received. It takes a hard-to-intuit
game mechanic (orbital mechanics) and finds all sorts of potential in it. An hour or two of play may be needed to gain an instinct
for the movements (unless you're an astrophysicist who thinks about eccentricity and plane changes over your coffee), but this is a
learning curve worth climbing. The nine chapters each introduce a new element, but the twists are generally simpler than the core
orbital physics, so each comes a welcome change of pace, not as a return to square one. Within each chapter, the levels are
intuitively sequenced in ascending difficulty, and the difference in difficulty between passing a level and perfecting that level is
excellently calibrated.

The graphics are beautiful. The scripted text is funny enough (usually), and even when it's a bit lame, it's brief. The only thing this
game really lacks is a pause or slow-motion mode; some levels have so many moving bodies that it can be hard to mentally absorb
everything important in real time. It's a tiny flaw in an otherwise impeccably developed game.. Game crashes when playing online
plays for 20mins then everyone in game crashes to steam menu great update... (Before the last update game worked like a dream) I
would buy this game if you love RTS Great game to play online!. Pros: among the bigger and more fun Client Jobs. To an extent
recreates the look and feel of the Thief II: The Metal Age level, without clashing with the rest of the game. A good amount of things
to find and steal. The cameras are decently designed every step of the way. Relatively open and well-designed map.

Cons: in a single one-hour methodical playthrough, you can get all the loot, the collectibles, and the bonuses: There is no
randomization, so no reason to replay it once you've done so. Granted, randomization could make leaderboards unfair. But once
you know the vault combination, you don't need to get it again, it never changes! Nor does the location(s) it's found in.

It's hard to justify the cost. At full price, when I submit this review, one could purchase the entirety of the second game for a mere
additional 2\u20ac. My initial, methodical playthrough of that took me 40 and a half hours. Even if you love Thief 2014, Thief II
is superior in almost every way. It just requires you to adjust your expectations to late 90s gaming instead of mid-2010s.

I guess what I'm saying is, if you badly want to play this DLC, make sure you *really* enjoy Thief 2014, and make sure to get it on
sale.. A mellow, solid game with a decent story. Definitely worth checking out for the price point, especially considering the length.
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High intensity fun! Highly recommend.. A ridiculously hilarious music game.. horrible, nothing else to decribe it. I wouldn't
named it a game but it was awesome experience. more please ;). I'm still playing this game because it mixes in damn catchy
music, RPG-like elements....
in a clicker.

So bloody fun. Buy it. Watch your time melt away!
I'm going to grab it for the Switch so I can play at the airport between flights! Haha.. So far I say this game is good. With you
running around the house while you must keep the clock wound up it does create tension. The only problem is that I don't know
how each toy works and It does get kinda confusing going from one room to the other even with the map. But besides that I
would recommend this game!. Hell yeah my favourite MMORPG of all time, I played this since it first came out. Been looking
for the same type of MMORPG, never found one. The battle system is enhancing the game's unique 3-char control. Collecting
playable characters will be an objective by itself for those that want to fill their family mansion with a plethora of heroes to
choose. And finaly what I like about this game, the music, come on, hunting mobs accompanied by a nice beat makes you fired
up.. In the Luxor games you need to shoot coloured balls into a moving line of balls and match balls of the same colour. So that
the line of balls don't reach your base. This just isn't as addicted as similar games like Tetris, Bejeweled, Dr Mario or Puzzle
League. If you are a puzzle game addict this and need a different game the Luxor games are good, but if you occasionally play
puzzle games like that just play one of the great ones.
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